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A systematic macro strategy that gives investors exposure to global equity markets. The investment strategy of the Fund (MSEF) is designed
to systematically exploit macroeconomic data in the implementation of investments in global equity indexes. Our investment signal
describes how efficiently financial markets price the state of the economy. The model interprets this information and takes up arbitrage
positions to generate alpha until economic information perfectly reflects prices.
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− Liquidity.com systematically collates
economic data surprises to extract
information across the major World
economies.
− Our sister company, Liquidity.com
uses big data algorithms to collect
information about the asset
allocation of investors between
equities and corporate debt (‘risk’
assets) and government bonds and
cash (‘safe’ assets).
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What Are Our Systems Saying?
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MSCI World

January Performance Commentary

− Significant market moves, particularly those
− The portfolio fell 0.63% in January, net of
away from growth stocks, sees current levels
fees. The portfolio outperformed the MSCI
of US exposure to risk holdings beaten down
World Index by +4.76%. We illustrate the
to 3 month lows. Although economic
comparative January performance of the
fund against the MSCI World in Figure 4
momentum has dropped back in recent weeks,
latest index readings still provide a risk-on
signal. As falls in risk exposure currently − January initially saw the fund run a
outpace those in economic momentum, our
moderately long book, lead mainly by our
system indicates buy-the-dip opportunities
more-favoured overweight positions in the
UK and China.
remain present in the US.
− European data shows signs of peaking
economic momentum after a strong economic − Short exposures in mainland Europe
proved an effective tool for the fund as
rebound in January. Recent shocks and the
tensions of war gripped the continent.
fact that European economies are a laggard to
its US counterpart, indicate they are likely to
fall over the coming weeks. Holdings of risk- − Several downside shocks in January saw US
economic momentum fall noticeably from
assets in the Eurozone remains unrelentingly
December highs. Conversely, Chinese data
high, and even with a rebounding economy,
indicates a strong and sustained rebound
we remain underweight in the region.
in the economy.
− Data shows China’s shift from risk-assets has
been accelerating, with her index now below
March 2020 levels. Risk exposure and − Negative performance came in the way of
overweight US positions. However, the
economic data from China is becoming
model’s constant evaluation of market risk
increasingly out of line (see Figure 3). Such is
saw it systematically downsize these
the gap; our model is generating overweight
positions as market volatility breached
predetermined risk parameters.
signals in the region akin to those in the April
2020 rebound.
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Figure 2: MSEF January Daily Returns
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Figure 3: Chinese Risk Exposure and Economic Momentum
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London SW1E 6DX
TELEPHONE (44) 203 954 3453
The Macro Systematic Equity UCITS Fund (the "Fund"), is a sub-fund of New Vision Strategies ICAV, an open-ended umbrella fund with segregated liability between subfunds authorised by the Central Bank of Ireland as a UCITS pursuant to the European Communities (Undertakings for Collective Investment in Transferable Securities)
Regulations 2003.
The Fund may be subject to sudden falls in value and these could lead to a large loss on realisation which could equal the amount invested. An investor in the Fund will
not be liable to compensation for any losses. CrossBorder Capital points out that the value of all investments and the income derived therefrom can decrease as well as
increase (this may be partly due to exchange rate fluctuations in investments that have an exposure to currencies other than the base currency of the fund). In addition
the Fund uses options and futures which are highly specialised activities and may entail greater than ordinary investment risks. Thus a relatively small movement in the
price of a security to which these relate in a disproportionately large percentage movement, unfavourable as well as favourable, in their price. The Fund may gear itself
by other means as well. This report uses historical and simulated pro-forma results which are not a guide to future performance. Furthermore, some of the historical
performance provided was not subject to UCITS regulation or limits. Subjecting the strategy to UCITS restrictions may have adversely affected performance.
Whilst given in good faith neither we nor any officer, employee, or agent of ours shall be liable for any loss or damage, whether direct or indirect, which may be suffered
by using or relying on the information, research, opinions, advice or recommendations contained herein or in any prior or subsequent written or verbal presentations. The
employees of CrossBorder Capital Limited may have a position or otherwise be interested in funds mentioned in this report. This report may not be reproduced,
distributed or published by any recipient for any purpose. CrossBorder Capital Limited is regulated by the FCA for the conduct of investment business in the UK.
The Fund is recognised in the UK under section 264 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000.
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